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The first were people who had immigrated to Norway between one and five years before the interview; the
second were people who had immigrated during childhood. For in the unfolding of power inequalities,
changes frequently require that the rules be re-appropriated so that the master be beaten at his own game.
While the shared ethnicity remains the same, length of stay and age at time of arrival to the country of
settlement makes a difference to the insiderâ€”outsider divide. Interviewing a recently arrived Iranian migrant
in Norway R3 , the informant would probably be most comfortable speaking the language they have in
common: Persian. Differences do not only exist between outsider and insiderâ€”two entities. There are an
infinite number of social categories in our minds; we might not have words to describe them, but still draw
upon them to determine similarity or difference. Difference in such a context is that which undermines the
very idea of identity, differing to infinity the layers of totality that forms I. And he may do so with the full
awareness that barren land is hardly a gift. Her position can be either that of an outsider researcher as majority
population , or a third position where her migrant background means she has an in-between position. Dutch or
Norwegian might seem to be mere varieties of outsider status, but three factors combined to create a position
beyond the insiderâ€”outsider divide. It also consists in creating a ground that belongs to no one, not even to
the creator. She migrated from Iran to Norway at the age of nine and shares the physical traits, cultural codes
and language competence of other Iranian migrants. He does not really think or reason. When researchers are
assumed to be connected with the authorities or other powerful institutions, potential informants can see them
as sources of either assistance or insecurity. Psychological conflict is often equated with substance and depth.
First of all I would take the example of the veil as reality and metaphor. Both assign meaning to the other by
relating specific markers or characteristics to a mental inventory of social categories. Worth mentioning again
here is the question of outsider and insider in ethnographic practices. The data collectionâ€”in-depth
interviews and questionnaire administrationâ€”was primarily conducted by research assistants with the
necessary language competence. I have often been asked about what some viewers call the lack of conflicts in
my films. It all depends on the context in which such an act is carried out, or more precisely, on how and
where women see dominance. Others had a majority Norwegian background, while yet others were in some
form of third position. Table 2. This puts her in a simultaneous insider and outsider position. Being a white
male European nevertheless plays a role regardless of the specific national origins. Difference should neither
be defined by the dominant sex nor by the dominant culture. Difference, in other words, does not necessarily
give rise to separatism. Hegemony works at leveling out differences and at standardizing contexts and
expectations in the smallest details of our daily lives. In her research, primarily with young people with
various ethnic backgrounds, Rojan has found that her visible migrant background and child migrant history
contribute to her taking an insider position more than her ethnic origins per se. This background dissociated
him from the Dutch majority society. Silence as a will not to say or a will to unsay and as a language of its
own has barely been explored. That a white person makes a film on the Goba of the Zambezi, for example, or
on the Tasaday of the Philippine rainforest, seems hardly surprising to anyone, but that a Third World member
makes a film on other Third World peoples never fails to appear questionable to many. Today this persistent
rationale has taken on multiple faces, and its residues still linger on, easily recognizable despite the refined
rhetoric of those who perpetuate it. But when they decide to keep or put on the veil they once took off they
might do so to reappropriate their space or to claim a new difference in defiance of genderless, hegemonic,
centered standardization. The list is inspired by our own experiences and is not necessarily exhaustive. Silence
is so commonly set in opposition with speech. She had the impression that being a young female also
contributed to being experienced as less threatening when engaging with research on such a sensitive topic.


